Discover Our Extraordinary NFTs

NFT means non-fungible tokens, which are generally created using the same type of programming used for cryptocurrencies. In simple terms these cryptographic assets are based on blockchain technology.
The Process

A distinguishing quality or characteristic is called a trait. Think of yourself as a character. What characteristics make you different from others?

The Traits

- Bodywear
- Chairs
- Eyes
- Left Hand
- Right Hand
- Jewellery
- Hat/Hair
- Backgrounds
- Mouth

The Processed NFT
The Mafia Cat

A series of NFTs based on Cats showcased as mafia members compiled together byte creating various traits like Necklace, expressions, clothes, chairs, etc.

Freda Yellowe
ETH 4.20

Viggo Tarasov
ETH 4.20

The Boss
ETH 4.20

Di Catrio
ETH 4.20

Furrminator
ETH 4.20

Slate Odinson
ETH 4.20

Scary Ted
ETH 4.20

Jogger Jeffery
ETH 4.20
Each Pog is unique and randomly generated upon the minting process - including backgrounds, headwear, mouth props, and more.
Dragonic Clan

Dragonic Clans is a NFT artwork and game based in a realm where seven nations are protected by their own legion of dragons.

Dragon #01
◆ ETH 4.25

Dragon #02
◆ ETH 3.20
Dragonic Clan

Every dragon has its unique property and based on the house it belong which are noted behind the virtual card.
Dragonic Clan

The dragons are made realistic with a hint of their characteristics and the videos can be seen on the NFT platform, Opensea.

Culreir

♦ ETH 0.99

Choress

♦ ETH 2.20
THE CRAZY EGGS

Crazy Eggs are a collection of digital collectibles on the WAX blockchain.
OTHER NFTS

The NFTs created at Hashbyte Studio for publication and selling on the Opensea website

- Flying Ether
  - ETH 4.20
- Abstract
  - ETH 4.20
- Medieval Snoop
  - ETH 4.20
- Bubble of Life
  - ETH 4.20
- Bond #01
  - ETH 4.20
- Bond #02
  - ETH 4.20
- Bond #03
  - ETH 4.20
- Bond #04
  - ETH 4.20
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